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Medicine beyond the borders: 
Volunteer service opportunities for anesthesiologists.

George Politis, MD, George Gregory, MD, Scott-Sather-Cook, MD, and  Quentin Fisher, MD

Teaching objectives:
At the end of this workshop, participants will understand

a. differences in volunteer work from day-to-day US-based practices 
b. the variety of volunteer experiences available to anesthesiologists
c.  considerations in preparing anesthesia supplies, equipment, and teaching materials for volunteer
services
d. issues in assuring personal safety during trips abroad
e. resources available to assist in preparations for the trip.

This workshop will emphasize short-term surgical projects in developing countries.
________________________________________________________________

Overview: Voluntary medical services abroad 
  1. A unique kind of anesthesia practice  

a. Short term team programs (1-3 weeks)
b Long-term volunteer (hospital staffing; 1month – 2 years)
c. Teaching positions (2-8 weeks, or longer)

  2.  Why should you be interested? 
a. Enrichment experience
b. Travel opportunity
c. New collegial relations
d. Altruistic motives 

Selecting a volunteer opportunity:
  1. Issues to consider in making a good match.

a.  Adaptations: Unfamiliar environment; novel hospital milieu, unfamiliar equipment and coworkers
b. Travel issues, personal safety, and jet lag
c. Are my goals and skills congruent with their needs?

  2. What should I look for in finding an agency? Some basic questions:
a. What is the agency’s primary agenda (e.g. service, education, proselytization, for-profit volunteer

touring, etc)? Have they done this before? What types of personnel and expected
qualifications do they require? How do these match with stated goals (e.g. are there peds-
qualified personnel on a peds-centered mission?)

b. Have they been to this specific site before? Was there a preliminary site visit? What are the in-
country contacts?

c. What equipment and supplies will be available? What do they expect you to bring?
c.d. Find a previous volunteer with this agency!

Planning and Preparation
  1. Personal Health Issues (see CDC website www.cdc.gov/travel/)

a. Vaccines and other prophylaxis: Hepatitis A&B, Typhoid, Yellow Fever, Meningococcus;
Antimalarials

b. Prophylaxis and treatment of gastroenteritis; HIV and antivirals
c. Evacuation and insurance policies; what is out there and how much does it cost?
d. Political unrest and contingency plans; register with US embassy



  2. Personal Liability Issues: Though we are not aware of any law suits brought against VSA practitioners,
there could always be a first. Very few agencies have their own policies.
a. Does your practice insure itself? Does your policy extend coverage to practice elsewhere?

  3. Pre-trip site evaluation - the  “fact-finding” trip 
a. Assess true need for the service.
b. Fortify professional relations and cooperation
c. Identify motivations and vested interests; key personnel: sponsors, medical staff
d. Are other agencies also serving this region? Who? When? What was outcome?
e. Evaluate the facility:  

 -Hospital physical space. Volume of patients to be screened and treated exceeds usual daily
burdens of the hospital.

- Infrastructure (water, electricity, oxygen, emergency back-ups of all these)
- Hospital ancillary services (lab, X-ray, blood bank, ICU-equivalent)
- Accommodations for patients and families
- Accommodations for volunteers

f. Planning the team’s composition:
- What types of cases?
- How many anesthesia providers are needed (be sure numbers are adequate to perform safe

medicine and to deal with emergencies)? Will local docs participate fully, or have
other obligations, too?.

- How many PACU beds and nurses are needed?
- Who would be available to respond to floor and PACU emergencies?
- Who will watch the patients at night?

  4. Equipment and medications:
a. Use of host country anesthesia systems: pro and cons
b. Anesthesia systems: circle vrs. non-rebreathing circuits.

Circle: low flow, but need an anesthesia machine and soda lime.
T-pieces: portable, versatile, (only need some tubing and a vaporizer) but higher vapor

consumption. Mapelson D, Jackson Reese, Bain, Mapelson A and Lack modification
with potential eventual use to reduce sevo cost. 

c. Difficult airway equipment
d. Oxygen supply and backup
e. Monitors
f. Reuse of disposables and how to sterilize

  5. Personal effects to bring. Travel light!
a. Anesthesia equipment, supplies
b. Host goodies – books, periodicals, digital media
c. Gifts

On the Ground - Running the Project!
  1. Getting organized

a. Setting up the local facility  - issues (e.g. volume of patients to be screened and treated; traffic
flow through screening, surgery and post-op; how cases will be posted, how families will
know).

b. Identify back-up services

  2. Screening
b. Very importance for qualified individuals to do screening (others can “prescreen”) - many

complications can be traced back to screening oversights!
c. Who to accept? Patients often not entirely elective and may have known difficult airway, or

underlying respiratory illness, and many with malnutrition



  3. Doing the cases
a. Rehearse scenarios prior to the first case – O2 supply, MH, bleeding, cardiac arrest, lost airway,

pulmonary failure, etc.
b. Specific anesthetic techniques and adaptations. e.g.:

- Will you use premedication? Who will administer it? monitors? Note that local hosts may
not be familiar (=comfortable) with oral midazolam.

- Any specific induction/intubation/extubation techniques (IV v. inhalation; intubation deep
vrs. low dose rocuronium; deep extubations)?

c. Options for pain control 
- Narcotics: Must obtain on site except nalbuphine. Discuss use of nalbuphine
- Blocks: Infra-orbital for CL, palate infiltration for CP; Other useful blocks.
- Tylenol: lack of evidence for rectal Tylenol in CP surgery

d. Preventing PACU complications: Pain, PONV, airways, and bronchospasm; tongue stitch in cleft
palates; beware palate or complex lip repair in retrognathic pts . . . 

e. Managing emergencies (take-back, bleeding, airway, non-mission patients. etc)
f. Use of host country personnel. Need to incorporate for political reasons and to teach, but some

may  need close supervision.
g. PACU issues: Emergence, anxiety, pain, PONV, airways, bronchospasm; ICU-equivalents. 

  4. Issues unique to anesthesia for the traveling cardiac surgery program

  5. Classic Pitfalls
a. Poor case selection.
b. Blood not actually readily available or is of poor quality (low HCT or minimal testing for

infectious agents).
c. Vaporizer accidents: Poorly secured Y tipping over; not calibrated Y probs too much or tool little.
d. Overly ambitious surgeons Y surgery inappropriate for the setting.
e. Soured relationships with local staff d/t failure to include or perceived lack of respect.

  
6. The bad outcome

a. Incidence of bad outcomes: what we know, and what we need to do to find out more about what
are the risk factors for these outcomes: The SPA QA project.

b . Managing the bad outcome - sustaining confidence of the team as well as in the team; sensitivity
to cultural issues; balancing the desire to treat all who were promised.

7. Clinical case examples



Types of Volunteer Opportunities for Anesthesiologists

These are some general differences among types of volunteer activities, but no properties are exclusive to
any one type; for example, some short-term programs may utilize all-local equipment. 

Activity
mShort-term surgical Long-term hospital staffing Teaching-specific

Goals Direct care; teaching Assist staffing shortage;
teaching

Teaching; direct care
secondary

Usual Duration 2-3 weeks 1 month -2 years 2-4 weeks
Team Newly-constituted for every

trip; may include US-based
volunteers as well as host-
country providers

Solo volunteer to join the local
staff

Solo volunteer working with
local staff

Milieu Regional hospital Regional or rural hospital Regional or Central Teaching
hospital

Types of cases Elective, specialty-specific
elective cases 

As dictated by local needs,
including emergencies

As dictated by local needs,
including emergencies

Types of 
patients

Screened, with some degree of
pre-op preparation

Selection and preparation
dependent on local needs and
resources

Selection and preparation
dependent on local needs and
resources

Equipment
used

Usually provided by volunteer
agency.  Expected to be highly
reliable; ASA monitoring
standards usual.

Locally available. Reliability
must be verified.  Monitoring
may not meet current ASA
recommendations.

Generally higher standard than
many regional and rural
hospitals; eager to learn new
techniques (e.g. regional
anesthetics).

Supplies Usually provided by agency.
Choices fewer than day-to-day
US practice. 

Locally-available. Constrained
choices in agents and
administration routes. Some
unfamiliar drugs may be in
daily use.

Locally-available. Constrained
choices in agents and
administration routes. Some
unfamiliar drugs may be in
daily use.

Special
cautions

Not all team members may be
aware of special needs of
pediatric patients, or
experienced in these trips.
Caution in screening, planning
logistics, agents, etc. (e.g.
appropriate IV fluids,
administration sets, etc).

Much adaptation may  required
to achieve comfort level in an
unfamiliar milieu 

Don’t be hasty to judge
unusual local practices, which
actually may be the result of
clever adaptations to austerity.



Resources / References

Country information:
Library of Congress Country Studies http://lcweb2.loc.gov/frd/cs/

Profiles of history, demographics, economic, and political structures of countries.

CIA World Factbook www.odci.gov/cia/publications/factbook/index/
Links to organizations focused on safety and security. World Factbook provides brief country
profiles, including contact information for foreign consulates in the US and US consulates abroad.

US State Department  www.travel.state.gov.
On-line information regarding passports, visas, safety, and travel warnings. Links to key offices of
Foreign Service posts, embassies, consulates, and medical clinics.
Embassy List: http://www.usembassy.state.gov

DHHS Office of Global Health www.globalhealth.org
Abundant links to most public sites below, as well as international agencies such as WHO, UNICEF,
USAID, PAHO. Provides country information, world health statistics, information on refugee health,
and global partnership programs.

Personal Health and Safety
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. http:/ /www.cdc.gov/travel/

General information and country-specific health advice for travel abroad.
Information on sterilization and disinfection:
http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/dhqp/bp_sterilization_medDevices.html

American Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene.  www.astmh.org
Travel Clinic Directory lists US-based and in-country providers with expertise in international health
for travelers and are members of the ASTMH.

Volunteer Groups:
Society for Pediatric Anesthesia Volunteer Services Abroad: www.pedsanesthesia.org/vmsa_search.iphtml

Searchable web site lists -150 US-based organizations using medical providers of all types who are
required for voluntary organizations. Duties include teaching, patient care, public health, and
consultation on infrastructure development.

Global Health Council www.globalhealth.org
Umbrella organization of professionals, volunteers, governmental organizations, academic
institutions, foundations, and corporations with interests in global health issues. Publishes "Directory
of US International Organizations "

International Health Medical Education Consortium. www.ihmec.org 
(IHMEC)

AAP’s Section on  International Child Health. http://www.aap.org/sections/ich/ 
The website lists a variety of useful resources and links.

International Child Health Network http://www.ichn.org/
The AAP’s ICH section hosts the International Child Health Network designed to establish
connections among individuals and organizations interested in international child health. These
connections can then foster cooperation on a variety of health projects. After you register as a
participant, you can list yourself as a resource in areas of your special expertise. 



Child Disaster Network http://www.aap.org/disaster/
Interested in Diaster relief? You must be available on an on call basis during a specific period of time
(minimum of two weeks and longer with the understanding that the period of time might extend or be
cut short) and (during that specific period) available to leave within a 48-hour notice.

International Volunteer Anesthesia Discussion List
SPA Committee on International Education and Service’s new on-line discussion list.  
To Join, send an email to: spacies-list-admin@pedsanesthesia.org
In the subject line write: SPACIES Discussion List In the body of the message state in one or two
brief sentences why you would like to subscribe.
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International Child Health and Survival
In a series of articles reviewing progress and barriers to the UN’s Millenium Development Goals
(which call to reduce child deaths below age 5 years to 25% of the 1990 levels by 2015) the Lancet
published an interesting series: 

   Black RE. Where and why are 10 million children dying each year? Lancet 2003;261:2226-34

   Bryce J. WHO Estimates of the causes of death in children. Lancet 2005(Mar 26);365:1147-52

   Bryce J. Can the world afford to save the lives of 6 million children each year? Lancet 2005(June
25);365:2193-2200. Commentaries on Pp 2153-2154.

   Rowe AK. How can we achieve and maintain high-quality performance of health workers in low-resource
settings? Lancet 2005 (Sept 17);366:1026-35
“For decades it was assumed that poor performance was due to a lack of knowledge and skills. As a
result, most interventions concentrated on training, which has had mixed and sometimes
disappointing long-term results. For example...after more than 2000 training courses on management
of diarrhoea cases... the median percentage of children correctly rehydrated by health workers (from
22 surveys) was only 20%. Contemporary theories might . . move us beyond the old paradigm that
most performance problems can be solved by training alone...”

































LETTERS AND VIEWPOINTS

GUIDELINES
Letters to the Editor and View-
points are welcome. Letters to
the Editor discuss material re-
cently published in the Journal.
Letters will have the best chance
of acceptance if they are received
within 8 weeks of an article’s pub-
lication. Letters to the Editor

may be published with a response from the authors of the
article being discussed. Discussions beyond the initial let-
ter and response will not be published. Letters submitted
pertaining to published Discussions of articles will not be
printed. Letters to the Editor are not usually peer re-
viewed, but the Journal may invite replies from the authors
of the original publication. All Letters and Viewpoints are
published at the discretion of the Editor.

Viewpoints pertain to issues of general interest, even if
they are not related to items previously published (such as
unique techniques, brief technology updates, technical
notes, and so on). Please note the following criteria for
Letters and Viewpoints:
• Text–maximum of 500 words (not including

references)
• References–maximum of five
• Authors–no more than five
• Figures/Tables–no more than two figures and/or one

table
Authors will be listed in the order in which they appear in
the submission. Letters and Viewpoints should be submit-
ted electronically via PRS’ enkwell, at www.editorialman-
ager.com/prs/. We strongly encourage authors to submit
figures in color.

We reserve the right to edit letters and viewpoints to
meet requirements of space and format. Any financial
interests relevant to the content of the correspondence
must be disclosed. Submission of a letter and/or viewpoint
constitutes permission for the American Society of Plastic
Surgeons and its licensees and assignees to publish it in the
Journal and in any other form or medium.

The views, opinions, and conclusions expressed in the
letters to the Editor and viewpoints represent the personal
opinions of the individual writers and not those of the
publisher, the Editorial Board, or the sponsors of the
Journal. Any stated views, opinions, and conclusions do not
reflect the policy of any of the sponsoring organizations or
of the institutions with which the writer is affiliated, and
the publisher, the Editorial Board, and the sponsoring
organizations assume no responsibility for the content of
such correspondence.

Letters

Humanitarian Missions in the Third World
Sir:

I
have enjoyed very much the commentary back and

forth between Dr. Bermudez and Dr. Dupuis in the
November 2004 issue of the Journal. I built a plastic

Copyright ©2006by the American Society ofPlastic Surgeons
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surgery addition to a Standard Fruit hospital in the
mountains of northern Honduras 23 years ago, and
since that time, I have gone there two to three times a
year with a small group to perform plastic surgery. I
paid for this hospital, I furnished it, I bring the supplies
to accommodate it, I furnish the suture, I furnish the
drugs, I furnish the anesthesia equipment and gowns,
drapes, masks, and so on. I do have some help now and
then from some of the manufacturers, but mostly this
is my personal commitment. You will never see my
picture in People magazine, I will never be written up in
a national journal, and we do not take the media,
television personalities, and so on, with us.

With that said, I would like to make a few comments
regarding humanitarian missions in the Third World.
Dr. Bermudez should be complimented and very much
admired for his contribution to plastic surgery in Co-
lombia. This is an unusual circumstance with obviously
a very unusual man who is willing to give so much of his
time for the children of his country. Unfortunately,
most Third World countries are not so fortunate as to
have a champion such as him to lead the way and to
conduct and oversee this type of project. Therefore, the
people of other, less fortunate countries must depend
on dedicated individuals such as Dr. Dupuis, who give
of their time, expertise, love, and care to the other
people who inhabit our planet and who do not have
access to first-class medical care. Other groups with
which I have rubbed shoulders during my passage and
which I consider to be first class are Interplast, Oper-
ation Smile, and, particularly, Doctors Without Bor-
ders. I am sure there are others. I have personally
channeled all of my efforts into a very small village with
dirt roads in the mountains of northern Honduras and
am on a Standard Fruit Company banana farm. In our
little project, I have certainly invited residents from the
capital of Tegucigalpa, and I have made inroads to
several plastic surgery programs in the United States to
take residents or doctors with me. Some of my former
partners have occasionally accompanied me, but mostly
I have not been successful in this endeavor. In my
experience, some of the residents in Honduras are
more interested in learning cosmetic surgery in the
United States than they are in performing cleft lip
procedures and hand surgery in Honduras.

Operation Smile, Interplast, and several more of the
notable groups do come to Honduras to the bigger
cities and do involve the local physicians in patient care.
Several groups have come to Honduras, the poorest
country in Central America, out of the goodness of
their hearts and have performed surgery on patients
and left the Honduran doctors with more problems
than they had before the groups came. One example
would be that of an orthopedic doctor who did not
perform hip replacements in the United States but
came to Honduras and did one. When the patient went
bad, the doctor promptly went home and the patient
was transferred to the school in Tegucigalpa, where he
died. Another example of a well-meaning group, but
one that produced a problem, is my experience in

www.plasreconsurg.org
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Jackson, Mississippi, at the university where I trained
years ago. I recently took two heart patients there to
undergo surgery by Dr. Bobby Heath; my wife stayed in
a motel to oversee that the patients were returned to
Honduras when they were well. In the Ronald Mc-
Donald house in Jackson, where we kept these children,
there was a boy who had been there for 6 months. When
I asked why, I was told that some charitable church
group had gone to Honduras, seen the light, and
brought this child back for some surgery, but then had
disappeared, leaving the child at the Ronald McDonald
House. My pet peeve is for groups to come to our part
of the world in Central America and perform surgery
on patients they wouldn’t treat in the United States. A
friend of mine, a very prominent surgeon in Birming-
ham, Alabama, told me one morning that he was going
to Children’s Hospital to watch one of my plastic sur-
gery colleagues perform a cleft lip procedure. I asked
him why, and he told me that he was on his way to
Honduras and there was such a need there for cleft lip
repair that he wanted to know how to do one before he
got down there. My point here is that if you are not
familiar with this surgery, I think it is unfair to do it in
a Third World country. I must strongly agree with Dr.
Dupuis on this principle. There should be only one
level of care, whether it is at home or in another coun-
try. Unfortunately, this raises the question of who per-
forms the surgery in those parts of the world where no
plastic surgery is available. My recommendation would
be to contact some of the fine American, European,
and Asian groups that travel around the world and find
out when they will be in the neighborhood. It is not life
threatening to have a cleft patient wait. They do not
starve. I have heard a plastic surgeon say he wanted to
go to Honduras a “do a few clefts” and come home. This
bothers me, because who is going to take care of these
cases when he comes home, should any problems arise?
If you do not have a support group in that country, then
you shouldn’t operate there and leave behind any par-
ticular problems, unless, of course, you are willing to
stay there or come back and take care of them. I cer-
tainly have been rambling and do apologize for this, but
I could not let this opportunity pass without sharing
some of my thoughts on mission work.

Dr. Bermudez and Dr., Dupuis both should be com-
mended for the good work that they do in foreign coun-
tries. Also to be complimented are some of these fine orga-
nizations that go to foreign countries and perform much
needed operations. Contact one of these groups and go
with them. It is an experience you will never forget. I will be
retiring from active practice in a couple of years, and true to
my policies in the past, I will not operate in Honduras if I
am not doing it in the United States. I hope that some
young surgeons or a residency program somewhere will
continue our work and that I can administrate.
DOI: 10.1097/01.prs.0000201209.96919.91

O. Gordon Robinson, Jr., M.D.
Medical Park Professional Building

3368 Highway 280, Suite 200
Alexander City, Ala. 35010

Reply
Sir:

Dr. Robinson has written beautifully with all his heart
about his personal commitment to the people of Hon-
duras by working in a small local hospital. Everything
he writes touches a chord in me, and I agree with him
on all counts. It is true that Bermudez-like plastic sur-
geons are not many in the Third World. Over 35 years,
I have met a few in Southeast Asia. I cherish them and
do my best to give them full support.

A well-known French plastic surgeon who accompa-
nied me in Myanmar in 2001 told me that of the about
250 foreign residents and fellows from the Third World
he had trained over the years in his department, fewer
than 5 percent are now working in public hospitals. All
the others are working in private hospitals.

It raises the question of our scholarship system for
foreign surgeons whose interest in coming to our
wealthy Western countries remains broadly limited to
learning cosmetic surgery.

As a corollary, how can we, if our experience abroad
is limited to joining large humanitarian teams bound to
operate on the maximum number of patients to justify
the cost of the mission abroad, evaluate who among the
local surgeons are worthy of receiving a scholarship to
visit and learn in our departments? How many of us
have truly followed Dr. Robinson’s example?

I remain persuaded that, if we put aside the countries
where, because of local circumstances, we can only
think of substitution endeavors, our aim ought to be to
train local surgeons with humility, accepting all the
limitations of their environment, and, because we go
alone or in minimal teams, devote the funds that have
been saved to helping the counterparts we have found
involved in the treatment of their own poor people to
establish their own units. Here I have to mention the
Smile Train Foundation, which is focused on support-
ing these surgeons and allowing them to broaden their
actions.

It is because of surgeons like Dr. Robinson, Dr. Bermu-
dez, and the surgeons I work with in Southeast Asia, includ-
ing Dr. Pham Dang Nhat, in Hueˆ, Vietnam, Dr. Keutmy
Khansoulivong, in Vientiane, Laos, and Dr. Khin Maung
Zaw, in Sagaing, Myanmar, to name just a few, that the
world is truly better off. Thank you Dr. Robinson.
DOI: 10.1097/01.prs.0000201209.96919.91

Christian C. Dupuis, M.D.
Avenue Louis Jasmin, 297

Brussels, Belgium 1150
cc_mc_dupuis@skynet.be

Smaller Teams for Humanitarian Missions in
the Third World
Sir:

D r. Abenavoli’s January 2005 letter (Plast. Reconstr.
Surg. 15: 356, 2005) is a vibrant manifesto in praise

of an organization he joined in 1996. He describes its
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ideals and how to implement them. He speaks of his
frustrations in some Third World hospitals before 1996.
I have also experienced these frustrations, and there
are hospitals where I worked once, alone, and decided
never to return. Dr. Abenavoli reacts to my reflections
by writing “do not shoot the Red Cross,” as if any ques-
tioning of large volunteer organizations is inappropri-
ate, sidestepping the fact that my polite dissent came
only after more than 30 years and 200 weeks of volun-
teer work. However, since my remarks are based on my
experience in Southeast Asia, it is certainly possible that
in other parts of the world there are situations that
require other solutions. Dr. Abenavoli’s comments are,
however, short of details about the number of people
in and the real cost of his 1-week missions, while the
points I made noted my philosophy and were sup-
ported by details. The Lao team I mentioned,

1
which

operated on 95 patients in 2 weeks, at a cost of $ 78 per
operation, was composed of six people: two surgeons,
two anesthetists, one nurse logistician, and one oper-
ating room nurse. In March of 2004, in Danang, in
Vietnam, I met a German team of eight people, com-
posed of two surgeons, one anesthetist, one pediatri-
cian, one ear, nose, and throat doctor (all senior at-
tendings), one chief resident who spoke Vietnamese,
one hearing aid technician, and one logistician. They
stayed for 17 days and, assisted by Vietnamese nurses,
operated on 61 cleft lip patients, half of whom had cleft
palates. They did a very good job. Since my Barsky Unit
experience in Saigon in 1970, and for more than 30
years, I have only worked with local nurses, with total
confidence and peace of mind. I am sure that these
poorly paid nurses (they earn $15 to $20 a month)
would keenly agree to work extra hours for visiting
foreign teams if they were justly compensated.

In conclusion, it is all a question of philosophy. If our
expressed purpose is to train local doctors and enable
them to continue on their own, why do we have to do
it in megateams, surrounded by a sort of Western co-
coon, with all the facilities we enjoy in our own coun-
tries, in hospitals where these facilities do not exist?

Although I never was of a mind to shoot the Red
Cross, I stick to my guns. The future belongs to much
smaller teams working with their local counterparts,
accepting all their hardships and staying for at least 2
or 3 weeks.

I am grateful to Dr. Abenavoli for widening the ex-
change of views and giving me the opportunity to better
express my thinking.
DOI: 10.1097/01.prs.0000201207.86127.d0

Christian C. Dupuis, M.D.
Avenue Louis Jasmin, 297

Brussels, Belgium 1150
cc_mc_dupuis@skynet.be

REFERENCE
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Travel and Medical Evacuation Insurance for US Travelers
compiled Jan 2007, Q. Fisher. Data from internet web sites

Name Web Site Features

Common features of policies include loss of value due to cancellation, loss or damage to luggage, medical care, and emergency 
evacuation. The acceptable requisites for claiming benefits vary among companies, so check the details.  

Two especially important items to consider are (1) Is the decision to order a medical evacuation based on the insured's own 
choice, or is it by local physicians or a company consultant Obviously, a "Hospital of Choice" policy is more expensive. (2) Does 
trip cancellation cover cancellation due to an illness of the traveler only, or also if you need to cancel because of a relative's 
illness? What are the provisions for cancellation due to political unrest?
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AccessAmerica www.accessamerica.com x x x
CSA www.travelsecure.com x x x
HTH Worldwide www.hthworldwide.com x x x
MultiNational Underwriters www.mnui.com x x x
Travel Guard www.travelguard.com x x x
Travel Insured www.travelinsured.com x x x
Travelex www.travelex.com x x x x
Universal Travel Protection (UTP) www.utravelpro.com x x x
Medex (Provides the medical evacuation 
insurance for Travelex) www.medex.com x

International SOS www.internationalsos.com x
On Call International www.oncallinternational.com x

Travel Assistance International www.tai.com x

Airmed International www.airmed.com x
Global Rescue www.GlobalRescue.com x
MedjetAssist www.medjetassist.com x
Travel Assist Network www.TravelAssistNetwork.com x
iJet www.ijet.com

Specific features that may be covered, to review:

Travel snags:
Trip cancellation
Trip interruption
Trip delay or missed connection
Itinerary change
Baggage hassles:
Baggage loss
Baggage delay

Health:
Medical expenses guarantee (advance loan)
Medical expenses coverage
Medical evacuation
Repatriation of remains
Accidental Death/dismemberment insurance

Other items:
Flight accident
Rental vehicle damage

oriented towards corporations needing to protect clients 
and executives
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